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1. Define the term "an eigenvalue of a linear transformetion".

(o) Ploye that an tl x n square matrix ,4 is similst to i] diasoDal matrix

D whose diagoual elements are the eigenvalues of A if' and only

if d has n linear iudepeldent eigenvectorg,

Prfle tbat the eigenvalues of a Ilermitian mstrix are real.

, (j, i j)
Find a non-sfuLgular matrix P such thst P-I,AP is diagonal.
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,.. Define /he mirirnu pollnonial of a squarc matrix.

(a) State and prove the Cayley-Hamilton theorem.

(b) Let m(t) be a mininum polynorqial of a matdx r{ and /(r) be a

polynomiol euc,h ihat /(d) = 0. Shov ihat m(i) divides l(t).
(c) FiDd the miuLme polynomial of A given by

,I 210 0

02 0 0

0011
00-24

il. (a) Find atr orthogonal transfonnation which reduceg the folloy{ing

quadratic form to a diagonal form

5r1+ 6al + IEZ - 4s\&2 + 4t2as.

(b) Show th* one of thc tno quadrstic foros giyea b€low iE positive

definite and find a non-aingular linoar transformstion which re.

ducee thie to a rnrit form and the other to a diagonal form.

Or = rl + 2rl + Scz'8 + 12afi, + l2rfis
dz = }al + 2al + tall+ zx2us - 2a14.
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9cetion B

4,. Stste ant p$ve Sdrret-Ftenet.formulae.

Let C be a c,urvt of consriant torsion ?-' P iB any p oint qn the curve C'

Point Q is taken at a conrtant distance c hom P on the binotntal to C

st I'. Show that the sngte between th€ binorural,to the locus of Q aud

the bino'ral of the givetr curve is ,*-t (ff;A)

ll.

What ir mesnt by seying thst a curve is a helix?

Prove, with the uLsusl notation, tbat a necessary and suficient condition
f

for a curve to be a helix iE that - = coBtant.

Show that the curve r(d) = (acos0, a shr, @0cotp ) i8 8 helix' where

o arrd 6 are constaots.

Defne the term " Osculating ephere of a space crEve" 8!d find its

Jadius aud center.

Show that the t8ngent, pdlcipal nolmel 8nd binorm&l to the locus Cl

of the center ol the osctd,ating aphere of a given curve C are parallel

to the biuormatr, principal normal and tangerfi to Cl respectively at the

correspolding points.


